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DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
FOR A TURBINE WITH JET FLAP STATOR AND JET FLAP ROTOR
by
James L. Bettner and Jerry O. Blessing
Detroit Diesel Allison, Division of General Motors
SUMMARY
A jet flap stator was designed and tested to demonstrate increased blade
loading and the capability to vary turbine flow rate aerodynamic ally. These
stator vanes were tested both as a full annular cascade and with a previously
tested jet flap rotor assembly. The effects of axial spacing between the
stator and the rotor were also investigated.
The stator vanes were tested (with the rotor assembly removed) over vari-
ous stator expansion ratios at stator cavity-to-inlet total pressure ratios of
0. 75, 1. 0 and 1. 80 and also at the jet-off condition. As much as 33% primary
flow reduction was achieved with 10% jet flow at 0. 6 ideal exit Mach number.
This flow reduction dropped to 22% as the exit ideal Mach number was in-
creased to 1.0.
Turbine performance was evaluated on the basis of thermodynamic (plus
pumping) efficiency. This thermodynamic expression of efficiency charges
the turbine for the ideal power of the primary stator jet flow and rotor jet
flow streams. It also gives the turbine credit for the pumping power re-
quired to pump the rotor jet flow from the turbine center line to the rotor
blade.
At the design speed and expansion ratio, the maximum turbine thermody-
namic (plus pumping) efficiency was 88.4%. This value was obtained with
optimum values of rotor and stator cavity pressure ratios of pTiR/pTn =
0. 6 and PTrs/pTo = 0.70.. This measure of efficiency decreased to 85%
when pTis'pTo was increased to 1. 0. The maximum thermodynamic
(plus pumping) efficiency of 91. 2% occurred at the low expansion ratio of
1.4 with pTiR/pT0 = °-8 and pTis/pTn = °- 70 ~ °- 75> Tnere are several
other ways to define turbine efficiency. For example, efficiency may be
expressed as the actual power ( T N ) developed by the turbine divided by the
ideal power (rhpAH0_3) °f only *ne primary flow stream. This definition
is called base efficiency. Another expression for efficiency is thermo-
dynamic efficiency which considers the same terms as the thermodynamic
(plus pumping) efficiency without the rotor jet flow pumping term. At
design speed and expansion ratio and with jet cavity pressure ratio values
of PTjs/PTn = 0 -70 and PTTR/PTn = ®' ^ > *^e base and thermodynamic'
efficiency values were 87.90 and 87. 10%, respectively, for the jet flap
stator/jet flap rotor turbine. These values compare with plain stator/jet
flap rotor turbine base and thermodynamic efficiency values of 89. 1 and
88%, respectively, when that turbine was operating under the same con-
ditions. In general, operating the jet flap stator/rotor turbine with opti-
mum values of PTIR/PTQ anc* -^Tis/^Tn over a range of turbine expansion
ratios showed that the jet flap stator turbine was about one point less
efficient than a plain stator turbine which used the same jet flap rotor and
operated over the same/range of expansion ratios. The solidity of the jet
flap'stator was'22% less than that of the plain, solid stator.
Axial spacing between the stator and the rotor had little effect on the
stage performance for the two positions tested.
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Lewis Research Center has sponsored a series of experimental
investigations of several advanced concepts designed to increase blade, load-
ing while maintaining good turbine performance. One of these concepts —
the jet flap blade—not only increased blade loading, but also demonstrated
the capability to vary the turbine flow rate aerodynamically. The jet flap
is a high velocity jet which emanates from the airfoil trailing edge pressure
surface. The interaction of this jet with the mainstream flow deflects the
mainstream flow in the tangential direction. This deflection produces an "
acceleration on the suction surface and a deceleration on the pressure ,
surface in the aft region of the airfoil. The accelerated flow on the suction
surface reduces the amount of diffusion and eliminates, or at least delays,
flow separation. Flow rate control is accomplished by the tangential de-
flection of the mainstream which reduces the effective vane throat dimen-
sion. . , - - . • . . . . . .
The design and experimental results for the series of jet flap rotor tur-
bines and impulse cascades are presented in References 1 through 5.* These
studies were aimed at determining the increase in blade loading capacity
by using the jet flap on a series of blade designs with a progressive de-
crease in blade solidity. As the solidity of an airfoil is reduced, the force
or loading on the airfoil increases. The increased loading generally re-
sults in increased diffusion or flow deceleration on the blading suction
surface. This increased diffusion is associated with flow separation from
the surface and results in increased losses. The results discussed in
References 1 through 5 showed that the jet flap did increase the loading
capability of blades at moderately low levels of solidity. However, at
very low levels of solidity, the jet flap could not prevent flow separation
and the result was a decrease in turbine performance.
Experimental studies with high reaction first-stage stator jet flap vanes
(References 6 and 7), not only supported the results presented in Refer-
ences 1 through 5 regarding blade loading capability, but also demon-
strated the potential of the jet flap stator to be used as an aerodynamic
flow control device.
In view of these results, a full annulus of high reaction, jet flap stators
was designed and tested. The experimental program consisted of tests on
both the jet flap stator operated by itself and also in conjunction with the
jet flap rotor described in Reference 2. The turbine, discussed in
#Reference numbers correspond to the numbers given in the Reference
section of this report.
Reference 2, featured a conventional, lightly loaded, solid stator used with
the modified jet flap rotor. This rotor assembly is shown in Figure 1 prior
to installation. Documentation of the plain stator design and performance is
presented in References 8 and 9, respectively. The turbine;rig was modi-
fied to accept an annulus of jet flap stators whose solidity was about 22%
le.ss than the stator described in Reference 8. Jet flow was supplied
through the vane tips and the original 30-in. (76. 20-cm) QD tip and 21-in.
(53. 34-cm) ID hub flowpath was maintained. • .
Experimentally, the objectives of the jet flap stator. tur.bine program
were to demonstrate: .
• Aerodynamic turbine flow control . .
• Performance comparable to the plain statqr/modified,jet flap rotor
turbine described in Reference 2
Design values of stator cavity-to-inlet total pressure and temperature
ratios were PTIS/^Trv ~ TTis/TTn = 1-°- .With.a radially constant slot size of
0.030 in. (0.0762 cm), this corresponded to 2.375% jet flow.
T h e test program consisted o f ' • • . . . :
Phase I—Turbine design point optimization.test.
Phase II—Variable area test
Phase III—Stator detailed performance test :. . •
Phase IV—Rotor/stator axial spacing test •
Rotor and stator cavity-to-inlet pressure ratios ranged up to 1.2 and 2.0,
respectively, while the turbine expansion ratio was varied from 1.4 to 2.4.
All tests with the jet flap rotor were conducted at design equivalent speed.
Detailed radial-circumferential surveys of the flow fields just downstream
of the rotor were conducted at several operating points. Also, tip, mean,
and hub vane section surface static pressure distributions-were obtained at
each operating point. Surveys of total and static pressure and gas angle
were also made downstream of the stator in Phase III tests with .a cone
probe. .
All testing was conducted while operating the test rig with inlet condi-
tions of approximately 2. 7 atm absolute pressure and 650°R (361°K) tem-
perature.
4
SYMBOLS
Cj Jet momentum coefficient, Cj = m<3Uj/(mp +
Cp Specific heat at constant pressure
GV Jet velocity coefficient (Cv = 0. 97)
CY Axial chord in. (cm)A.
e" Kinetic energy loss coefficient
F Blade force per unit length, lbf/in. (N/m)
gc Gravitational constant, 32. 174 lbmft/lbf/sec2
_ (1 kg. m/N. s2)
hb Jet slot size, in. (cm)
H Compressible shape factor, H = 8*/0*
HJ Incompressible shape factor
AH Specific work output, Btu/lb (J/kg)
i Incidence, deg
L Lift, blade force in tangential direction, lbf/in. (N/cm)
m Mass flow rate, Ib/sec (kg/s)
M ' Mach number
N Rotational speed, rpm (rad/s)
P Pressure, Ib/in. 2 (N/m2)
r Radial location, in. (cm.)
R Gas constant, ft -lbf/lbm-°R (m. N/kg- °K)
r^e Leading edge radius, in. (cm)
rte Trailing edge radius, in. (cm)
Re Stator expansion ratio (P^Q/Psi )
Re Total-to^static stator expansion ratio ( P r p / P s t )
R6TT Total -to-total stage expansion ratio (PTQ/PTS)
Sp. Blade spacing, in. (cm)
T , Temperature, °R (°K)
U Blade tangential velocity, ft/sec (m/s)
Uj Jet velocity, ft/sec (m/s)
Ut Tip speed, ft/sec (m/s)
V , Absolute gas velocity, ft/sec (m/s)
W Relative gas velocity, ft/sec (m/s)
x Axial coordinate, in. (cm)
y Tangential coordinate, in. (cm)
a Absolute gas angle measured from tangential, deg
p-j Jet flow angle, deg
Sn Ratio of turbine inlet air total pressure to standard sea
sea level conditions
Function of Y defined as y*/(r* -
Displacement thickness, in. (cm)
Momentum thickness, in. (cm)
Tthe rmo
Tthermo + pump
x
0)
Subscripts
0
1
3
cr
ma
ml
IR
IS
3
Si
eq
Adiabatic efficiency defined as the ratio of turbine
work based on torque, primary weight flow, and speed
measurements to the ideal work based on inlet total
temperature and on inlet and outlet total pressure
Adiabatic efficiency defined as the ratio of turbine
work based on measured inlet and exit total tempera-
ture to ideal work based on measured inlet total tem-
perature and pressure and on measured exit total
pressure
Thermodynamic efficiency defined as the ratio of actual
turbine power to the sum of the ideal powers of the
primary flow, stator flow, and rotor flow
Thermodynamic efficiency with pumping power defined
as the ratio of the sum of turbine power plus the rotor
pumping power to the sum of the ideal powers of the
primary flow, stator flow, and rotor flow
Circumferential position, deg
Squared ratio of critical velocity at turbine inlet tem-
perature to critical velocity at standard sea level
temperature
Density, lb/ft3 (kg/m3)
Blade axial chord solidity defined as Cx/Sp
Jet efflux angle relative to pressure surface, deg; or torque
I b f - f t ( N . m )
Compressible tangential lift coefficient
Total pressure loss coefficient
Stator exit gas angle (measured from tangential), deg
Station at stator inlet
Station at free-stream conditions between stator and
rotor
Station at outlet of rotor immediately downstream of
trailing edge
Station downstream of turbine
Condition at Mach number of unity
Mass averaged
Hypothetical mixed station
Jet flow inlet station (rotor cavity)
Jet flow inlet station (stator cavity)
Jet flow
Local
Base on standard inlet conditions
p Primary flow
R ' Rotor jet
s. '. Stator jet
st Static
t!" " . . . ."• . Total
•th Theoretical or ideal
u Tangential direction
x Axial direction
w
. Based on stator exit wall taps
wo/ j Without stator jet
w/j With stator jet
Superscripts
Ideal or isentropic
VANE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
VELOCITY DIAGRAM STUDY
The velocity diagram and vane profile design procedure for the jet
flap stator involved an iterative solution for five aerodynamic and '
geometric parameters. These parameters are: •
• Vane loss characteristics (profile and secondary)'
• Inlet mass flow reduction capability ' • '
• J e t slot size ' : ' ' . ' • '
• Vane camber • - '
• Vane solidity • ' • : . . ' •
The design objective was to define a low solidity jet flap stator vane
which produced, when the jet was activated, the same aerodynamic flow
field into the rotor as produced by the higher -solidity, plain stator dis-
cussed in Reference 2. The overall design requirements were:
Equivalent flow in rotor, mp^0"croeo'/8 Q 47.7 Ib/sec (21. 636 kg/s)
Equivalent work, AH/0 c r o 20. 0 Btu/lb (46, 519 J/kg)
Equivalent speed, N/^crQ 4660 rpm (487; 99 rad/s)
Equivalent tip speed, Uttiff
 crQ 610 ft/sec (185. 928 m/'s)
The experimental performance results of the jet flap stator turbine are
compared with the performance of the plain stator turbine described in
Reference 2. ' - •
The iterative solution was accomplished by developing a design computer
program based on the jet flap throat sizing procedures described in the
appendix of Reference 4. This program incorporates experimental results
from previous jet flap blade and vane tests and analytical -performance pre-
dictions. Inlet mass flow reduction data and vane profile loss (modified for
different blockage levels) were reported in Reference 6 and included in the
computer program. Secondary end wall loss characteristics of the plain
stator operating in a similar environment as the current jet flap stator were
determined in Reference 9. These losses were added-to the jet flap stator
profile loss in the vane end regions to produce the complete stator exit loss
profile. Figures 4, 30, and 31 of Reference 4 describe the jet slot flow data
as functions of slot size and pressure ratio across the 'jet 'for both 'bench and
rotating blade tests that were incorporated in the jet flap stator design com-
puter program. Information regarding the performance of the jet flap as a
function of vane camber was also included in 'the program from Reference 6.
The output of the program defined (1) the jet flap stator throat dimen-
sions which were sized for the jet-off condition .and (2) the velocity diagrams
(both at the stator throat and downstream of the trailing edge for the jet-on
and jet-off conditions).
A matrix study of the effects of stator cavity pressure, jet slot size,
and number of stators on turbine performance was conducted with the
design program. The number of vanes was selected to be 40—the same
number as the plain stator discussed in Reference 2. This was done so
as not to introduce any new dynamic pressure effects on the rotor which
would be caused by a different number of vane wakes and possibly distort
the .performance comparison between the jet flap stator turbine and the
plain stator turbine discussed in Reference 2. Both of these turbines used
the modified jet flap rotor. The matrix study showed that a stator jet slot
size, hb, of 0.030 in. (0.0762 cm) and cavity pressure ratio, PTTC/PTO'
of unity along with 40 vanes would set up the desired velocity diagrams.
This combination of design variables required a small amount of jet flow
rate, m s /mp = 2. 375%, and kept the trailing edge thickness dimension to
a reasonably small value while requiring a vane cavity pressure level that
would be typical of a cooled gas producer turbine engine.
The selected aerodynamic and geometric design point conditions are
given in Table I.
Tip, mean, and hub section negative hub reaction velocity diagrams
with and without the jet turned on are presented in Figures 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The stator exit flow is transonic at the mean section, subsonic at
the tip, and-supersonic at the hub section. The gas exits from the turbine
in a near-axial direction. The diagrams reflect the reduction in stator inlet
flow rate as the jet is turned on.
SOLIDITY CONSIDERATIONS AND AIRFOIL DESIGN
The objective of this research program was to determine the perfor-
mance level and inlet mass flow control capability of a jet flap stator whose
solidity was less than that of a conventionally designed plain stator. Defi-
nition of the solidity level was made by:
• Initially assuming a radially constant 25% reduction in solidity from
the plain stator solidity discussed in Reference 2
• Performing a vane design satisfying the velocity diagrams of Figures-
2 and 3 to determine if flow separation from the vane surfaces could
be prevented when the jet flap was activated (Whenever flow separation
could not be prevented, the solidity was increased and a new vane
design completed.)
Vane section profile shapes were determined by iterating with the
section geometry without jet flow until satisfactory surface velocity distri-
butions were obtained. The surface velocities were computed by the two-
dimensional compressible -flow methods described in Reference 10. The
airfoil geometry was varied to keep the velocity levels on the pressure
surface as low as possible and high loading levels as far back on the vane
as possible.
The effect of free -stream static pressure distribution on the behavior
of the suction surface boundary layer was investigated by using the methods
of McNally (Reference 11). Flow separation was assumed to occur when
the incompressible shape factor, H^ attained a value between 1.8 and 2.2. .
The section profiles and solidity levels were iterated upon until acceptable
surface velocity distributions around, the airfoils were obtained and the flow
was on the verge of separating from the suction surface when the jet was
turned off. When the jet was turned on the inlet flow was reduced, flow
separation was prevented, and the design stator exit velocity diagrams
would be achieved.
The jet -on flow field calculation was accomplished by considering the
jet stream to behave as a solid flow boundary. The general shape of the
jet was determined by satisfying the condition that the change in momentum
across the blade row in the tangential direction as computed by the velocity
diagrams of Figure 2 was equal to the lift of the airfoil as computed by the
sum of the static pressure force on the blade and the change in momentum
of the jet in the tangential direction. This may be expressed in equation
form as :
= -mpWUQ + ( m p + m s ) W u l = y APstu dx -' ; (1)
Vo . .
CV pstiuj cos aj
But WUQ = 0
Thus,
/ •
0
AP_ t dx = (Pc,tWxW1]).-_£P—_ - CV'P st.U,2 hbcos a,' ' ( 2 )stu x st x u i g 144 i • s J; J J
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The two terms on the right-hand side of the equation were computed for
the tip, mean, and hub sections. The jet stream was assumed to be ap-
proximately parabolic in shape emanating at the jet flap-slot.' The down-
stream direction of'the jet stream was set equal to the design jet! on stator'
exit'angle.. .The approximate parabolic jet shape was maintained, "but the'--."
exact position df the jet streamline'relative to the airfoils was ite-rated • .
upon until the integral of the static pressure distribution around the airfoil
was satisfied. This requirement fixed'the jet shape and," hence, the surface
velocity around the vane with the jet on. • ' • < • . •••" • i .'.-•
The1 aforementioned solidity-surface- velocity'distribution iteration-re-
sulted in the tip, mean, 'and hub jet-on/jet-off'velocity distributions '• shown •-
in Figures'4 and 5; Fi'gure 6 illustrates the corresponding vane sections. '•
Vane'section cartesian'coordinates are presented in Table II; This'desi'gn
satisfieid'all of the imposed constraints and resulted in a solidity reduction '•
of about 22% from the plain stator' design. ' The vane was "on the verge 'of •' ' •-
imminent flow separation at the tip section. This condition was alleviated
when t h e j e t w a s turned o n . ' • • • • • • - : • • •
The vane design of Figure 6 resulted in about a 25% increase-in the'-i '
value of ^ , the tangential lift coefficient for the jet flap stator over the
plain stator.' </»y is defined as: ' ' • ' • ' : - ' ' • : : " ' • • • ' ' • '
• •'. k . • ' • . . . . ' . - i
.(3)
and is a compressible form of Zweifel's (Reference 12) actual-to-ideal
loading coefficient. Table III lists geometric and aerodynamic design in-
formation for the jet flap and plain stator designs. Figure 7 compares the
suction and pressure surfaces of the plain and jet flap vanes. The similarity
in velocity diagrams and increase in loading (lift coefficient) for the two
stator designs is evident in Table III. . ..
JET SLOT DESIGN . .
The jet slot was designed to efflux normal— r = 90 deg to the pressure
surface at the mean section. Because of slight airfoil twist in the radial '
direction r varied from 93 deg at the hub section to 87 deg at the tip section.
The slot was ppsit.ipned 0. 055 in. (0. 1397 cm) from the trailing edge surface
and formed by the Elox cutting process to produce a radially constant 0. 030-
in. (0. 0762-cm) width jet slot. The radially constant slot width was dictated
by (1) manufacturing cost considerations and (2) lack of reliable experimental
data for radially variable jet slot performance. These jet slot details are
shown in Figure 6.
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VANE CAVITY DESIGN
The stator vane cavity was determined by requiring a wall thickness of
0.050 in. (0. 1270 cm) over most of the airfoil. This thickness tapered to
about 0. 030 in. (0. 0762 cm) in the very aft trailing edge region. These wall
dimensions are shown in Figure 6.
The jet flap blade cavity design discussed in Reference 2 did not incor-
porate any means to assist the jet flow in turning fr'om radial to axial direc-
tions as it entered and left the blade. Experimental results of that program
demonstrated an unsatisfactory distribution of jet flow along the radial span
of the jet slot. The jet flow could not negotiate the abrupt radial-to-axial
turn where it entered the blade; this condition resulted in a deficiency of
jet flow in the hub region. To overcome this difficulty in the jet flap stator,
a series of turning vanes was incorporated in the blade cavity. These vanes
are shown in Figure 8. They not only turned the jet flow but also provided
stiffening to the airfoil structure. •
The stator was supplied with jet flow through the tip section. At
design turbine expansion ratio, the. Mach number at the tip section was.
estimated to be 0. 116 for a cavity pressure ratio of 1.0, and 0. 130 for a
cavity pressure of 2.0.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN
TEST RIG
The test vehicle used for this program was a modification of the rig
described in Reference 8. The modification consisted of:
• New splitline located upstream of the stators
• Primary plenum chamber located over the vane tip section .
• Secondary plenum chamber in the form of a torus which fed the pri-
mary plenum chamber • '
• Suitable hub and tip wall spacing rings which permitted a 1-in. axial
variation in axial spacing between the rotor and stator
• Complete jet flap stator assembly
The use of the two plenum chambers ensured the delivery of a cir-
cumferentially uniform, low Mach number jet flow to the stators. Seven
flexible lines were distributed around the periphery of the secondary
plenum torus to supply' that 'plenum with facility jet flow air. Another
set of 20 lines (which were .equally spaced around the torus) delivered jet -
flow air to the vane tip section primary plenum chamber. This arrange-
ment is shown in Figures 9 and 10. The highest jet flow Mach number at
turbine design flow conditions was estimated to occur at the vane tip section
cavity; its value was 0. 116.
Concentric hub and tip wall spacer rings were fabricated to permit
axial variation of the stator-rotor spacing. The hub ring OD was 21 in.
(53. 34 cm), and the ID of the tip ring was 30 in. (76. 20 cm). Both of
these rings were 1 in. (2. 54 cm) in axial length. Where the spacing be-
tween stator and rotor was a'minimum value, the rings were placed up-
stream of the stator assembly. This is the configuration shown in Figure
9. The spacing was increased 1 in. (2. 54 cm) between the stator and rotor
by removing (in the following order) the rotor, stator assembly, and
spacing rings; the stator and rotor were then reinstalled in the turbine
with the spacing rings between the stator and rotor. '
The stator assembly consisted of hollow, investment cast Inco 718
material stator vanes spot welded in inner and outer bands. Airfoil
profile contours were Elox machined in the hub and tip bands, and the
vanes were spot welded in place. The vane ends were then sealed in the
bands with epoxy. The seal was formed'on the side of the hub and tip bands
that was not in the flow path. Figure 11 shows the complete stator assem-
bly viewed from the tip section. A view of the stator vane annulus positioned
in the front half of the primary plenum chamber (looking forward), is
illustrated in Figure 10. The openings for the 20 jet flow supply lines are
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evident. The three rectangular surfaces with 21 tube fittings1 are used for
securing the tip, mean, and hub section vane surface static pressure tube
lines where they protrude from the test rig. ' • ' . :
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS • ' ' ' ••
The 'design' of the hollow jet flap stator blades incorporated internal .
secondary air guide vanes. These- features are -shown in Figure 8.' The
stators were fixed at'both ends to provide increased'load-carrying ability,
increased stiffness, 'and very high natural frequencies. Additional stiffen-
ing of the airfoil was accomplished by the internal jet flow guide vanes. The
higher, natural frequencies are desirable to avoid coincidence of the lower
modes with inherent low frequency excitation which might be generated by
rotor unbalance forces. ". • . . . •
The fundamental bending mode frequency was estimated from previous •
jet f lap blade vibration bench test data. The first bending mode frequency
wns indicated to be 3900 Hz, which is far above the rotor -gene rated excita-
tion f requency yet well below the blade passage excitation frequency through
out a speed range of 70-T10%
STRESS' ANALYSIS ' ' ' " • : ' • • ' • . • < • . •
The design of the primary plenum 'required a 0.500-in. (1. 27-cm) wall
t h i c k n e s s . 40 clamp bolts,' and 20 equally spaced gussets on each side.
This design resulted iri a calculated stress of 16,300 psi (112.385 X 106
\ / m - ) in the plenum chamber wall. The material used-in the plenum was
t'or-ed-type AISI-410 steel with ah ultimate strength of 130, 000 psi (896.318
X 10(; : \ /m2) at '
A stress analysis was performed on the airfoil with the results indi-
cating low operational stresses. -The ballooning stresses were calculated —
using a conservative assumption of 50 psi (0. 3447 X 10^ N/m 2 ) internal pres
sure and a zero external pressure — and were found to be acceptable'.
Table IV shows the forces that the gas- exerts on the' vane when the tur-
bine was operating at the design point. These data were used to analyze the
airfoil iri four sections' with the maximum bending stress of 4860 psi ;
(33.508 X T O ^ N /m 2 ) occurring 'iri the section nearest the hub. Deflections
in the airfoil ranged from 0.005 in. (0.0127 cm) near the hub to 0 .002
(0.0051 cm) near "the tip; • " •• ' • ' - '" • ' ' •
The bending stresses in the airfoil about the axis of minimum moment
of inertia were 8429 psi (58. 116 X 106 N/m 2 ) . For the bending stress about
the maximum moment of inertia axis, 6464 psi (44. 567 X 10^ N/m ) was
calculated.
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. APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION
I
The test apparatus included a single.-stage cold air turbine test rig,
suitable housing to provide uniform inlet flow conditions, and a dynamometer
to absorb and measure turbine output.
Air was-supplied at, approximately 2.7 atm (273.6 k N / m ) pressure
and a temperature of approximately 650°R (361°K). The inlet pressure
was controlled by the. separate air compressor supply and/ or by a throttle
valve in the inlet supply line. Turbine expansion ratio was controlled by
a throttle, valve in the exhaust system duct.
The -turbine test rig instrumentation is also described in Reference 8.
Airflow was measured using a Bailey adjustable orifice which is calibrated
with an ASME flow nozzle. Turbine power output was absorbed by two
Dynamatic dry gap eddy current brakes. The torque of each dynamometer
is measured separately by a dual output strain gage load cell connected in
tension to the .dynamometer torque arm.
Measurements of total temperature and total pressure were made at
stations 0 and 3. These measuring stations are described in Figure 12.
Turbine inlet temperature (station 0) was measured with 20 iron-constantan
thermocouples arranged five to a rake. The sensing elements were located
on centers of equal annular areas, and the rakes were spaced 90 deg apart.
Four Kiel-type' total pressure probes, also located at the inlet, were used
to establish the desired inlet total pressure. The turbine exit measuring
station (station 3) was located 4. 75 in. (12.065 cm) downstream from the
rotor and was instrumented with five combination total pressure, total tem-
perature, self -aligning flow angle probes. The sensing elements of the five
combination probes were located at the center of five equal annular areas.
Static pressures were measured with four taps on both the inner and
outer walls located around the annulus at stations 0, 2, and 3. The stator
outlet static .pressure (station 1), located 0. 5 in. ( 1. 27 cm) downstream
from the stator trailing edge, consisted of six taps located on the hub
and tip casing walls, verniered across one vane spacing.
Rotor exit surveys were performed approximately 0. 125 in. (0.318 cm)
axially downstream of the , rotor blade trailing edge (station 2). Total pres-
sure, total temperature, and flow angle were measured at seven radii from
hub to tip for a circumferential arc of 22 deg (0. 38 rad). The measurements
were taken concurrently with a single combination probe.
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A stator exit survey was performed axially 0. 5 in. (1. 27 cm) behind the
trailing edge of the stator vane. The survey was performed with a 15-deg
half-angle cone probe which recorded total pressure, static pressure, and gas
angle while the probe traversed circumferentially approximately 22 deg at 12
radial positions. A cone probe was chosen for this survey based on the ex-
perience of using a cone probe in both two- and three-dimensional high sub-
sonic, transonic, and supersonic flow fields. Also, this type of probe is
simple, rugged, and presents a minimal disturbance-.to the flow field. A
photograph of the probe is shown in Figure 13. Details of the probe design
are shown in Figure 14. The probe was set at the mean section flow gas angle.
Incidence of flow on the probe was measured relative to this fixed angle. To
obtain data near the outer wall, the foot of the probe was tilted down at an angle
of 94. 56 deg so that the probe tip element could approach within 0. 107 in.
(0. 272 cm) of either the hub or tip wall before the probe body contacted the
walls.
o
The stator vanes were instrumented with static pressure taps located
at the hub, mean, and tip sections. To remain clear of hub and casing end-
wall boundary layer growth effects on static pressure measurements, the
hub and tip taps were located 0. 5 in. (1. 27 cm) from the end walls. Figure
15 shows the hub section pressure surface static taps after instrumentation.
Eight taps on the pressure surface and 12 taps on the suction surface were
used at each of the three radial positions. All pressure taps had a 0. 020-in.
(0. 0508-cm) ID opening except for those located in the aft trailing edge region.
The trailing edge region taps were formed from 0. 020-in. (0. 0508-cm) OD,
0. 010-in. (0. 0254-cm) ID tubing that was buried in the suction and pressure
surface walls. Burying the tubing within the walls avoided blocking the jet
flow near the slot. Figure 16 shows the axial position of the surface static
taps. All other pressure tap tubing was routed to the front of the vane in-
ternal cavity to avoid blockage of the jet slot in the instrumented vanes. .
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE
OVERALL TURBINE PERFORMANCE • .
x . , " "
Turbine performance was rated on-the basis of the ratio of inlet total
pressure to rotor exit total pressure. Inlet total pressure at station 0 was
calculated from continuity by using the average of the 20 measured total
temperatures, the average of the hub and tip static pressures, the mass
flow rate, and the inlet annulus area. The flow was assumed to be axial.
Exit total pressure at station 3 was also calculated from continuity using
the mass flow rate, the annulus area, the average of the hub and tip static
pressures, the average flow angle, and the total temperature; The total
temperature was calculated from the "enthalphy drop which, in turn, was
based on the measured airflow, torque, and speed.
Three efficiencies were defined: base efficiency, thermodynamic
efficiency, and thermodynamic plus pumping power efficiency. The base
efficiency was calculated as a ratio of the actual power determined from
torque and rotor speed measurements to the ideal power determined from
the primary mass flow rate, inlet total temperature, and associated cal-
culated expansion ratio, i.e.,
"
Tbase\ vC \
The thermodynamic efficiency charged the turbine for the available power
of the jet flow in both the rotor arid the stator, i.e.-,
The thermodynamic plus pumping power efficiency charged the turbine
for the power of the jet streams but it gave the turbine credit for the power
required to pump the rotor jet flow from the turbine centerline to the rotor
jet flap blade :
HT = _ TN + AR u^ _Thermo + pump mpAH'p0_3 + m sAH'S l_3 + mRAH'R l_ 3
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ROTOR EXIT SURVEY
The performance of the turbine determined by a rotor exit survey at the
design point condition was based on measured expansion ratio, inlet tem-
perature, and exit temperature. The measured expansion ratio was based
on the average total pressure indicated by the four inlet Kiel probes and the
exit total pressure measured by the survey probe. The inlet total tempera-
ture was the average temperature of the 20 inlet thermocouples; the exit
total temperature was measured by the thermocouple.on the.survey probe.
These thermocouples were corrected for Mach number based on.a linear
variation of hub and tip static pressure and the measured total pressure.
The isentropic work of the turbine was based on the measured inlet tern- .
perature and measured total pressure ratio. The actual work was the
difference of the enthalpies associated with the measured inlet and exit
temperatures. The efficiency at each station in the survey was the ratio
of the actual work to the isentropic work, i. e.,
Trp - TTA0 2 . . •
TT0
[ YPT2 Vrl
\PT J
_ \ T0 /
S'i A TOR KXIT SURVEY
Surveys of total pressure, static pressure, and gas angle were made
0. '•> in. ( 1 . 2 7 0 cm) downstream from the stator trailing edge at 12 radial
depths with a 15 deg half -angle cone probe. The surveys encompassed
iv-.o \ a n o passages. Vane loss coefficient and boundary layer parameter
calculations were made to evaluate the detailed stator performance as a
f u n c t i o n of stator expansion ratio, Re , and jet cavity pressure ratio,
I . o s s Coefficients
I .ocal Values
Kinetic energy loss coefficient:
~ = 1 - _li _— (8)
:th r'
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where "Vth = f ("PT~f Pf
Total pressure loss coefficient:
PT - PT (r ,8) .< ".J- n L -i
Prr - p , /
 r /} } . . . .• • - T O t^st1 < r , # ; • • •
Cjrcumferentially-Integrated 'Kinetic -Energy Loss Coefficient" '
Statbi- exit actual and ideal energy loss coefficient: =
1/2 f 2
J (
•09
-(r) = l JQl ~
 : : - (10)
l
'
2f.
Stafor exit mixed station kinetic energy loss coefficient (simul-
taneous solution of the following equations'of motion):
1. Conservation of axial momentum (between stations 1
.and ml) : . • , . . • • " . '.
' . . .0., ' r d 2 . • ' . . • • ' • • '
•
gc f ^P ( r , 0} rde + f p.it (r, 0>vf ( r , 0)sin2 <£ (r, #)rd0 =Je . L h l
. " : • . (ID
- 0l>
2. Conservation of tangential momentum, ( 1 — » m l ) :
V^r , 0)cos 0 1(r , (9)sin^ 1(r , (9)P s t ( r , 0 ) r d ^ = . - . -
' . (12)
sin^m l(r)cos^m l(r)p s t m l(r)V^1(r)r(02 - 0 ^
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Momentum Thickness, 6 (r)
r
J
r 024 v '<r '«
.- V1(r ,e)P s t l(r , ^)sin<^1(r ,^)] rd.0
..Solve for'"^*(r);,,,.^' .. • - . • ' G i r . •• . - - . ;:
'. ' . . • •. . -• • i- : -.; • "1 -'
Boundary Layer Shape,.Eactor.,. H(.-r) ,— •*•. , •
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
PHASE I—TURBINE DESIGN POINT OPTIMIZATION TEST
The Phase I turbine test involved operating the jet flap stator with the
modified jet flap rotor discussed in Reference 2. Testing was conducted
over a wide range of stator and rotor cavity pressure ratios while the
design stage expansion ratio and design equivalent speed were maintained.
Reaction
Figure 17 demonstrates how the stator total-to-static expansion ratio,
P-p
 n /P s t i> and the overall turbine total-to-static expansion ratio, PTQ/
Pg^o, varied with both rotor and stator cavity total-to-inlet total pressure
ratios. However, except for very low values of.stator PT-Jo/^Tn' ^e
turbine overall PTn/^sts maintained a nearly constant value. With zero
stator flow (PTTC/PTQ ecluals approximately 0. 62)L)iincreasing - the rotor
jet produced a slight increase in exit whirl, and Mach number with the
corresponding drop in turbine exit static pressure. Increased stator jet
cavity pressure produced a reduction in flow through the turbine which •
(when coupled with increased rotor cavity pressure) tended to produce a
constant value of turbine static pressure and, hence, a nearly constant
turbine total-to-static expansion ratio. Figure 17 also illustrates the
effect of rotor and stator cavity pressure on stator expansion ratio (or
stator reaction) at turbine design overall expansion ratio. As the rotor
jet cavity pressure is increased the rotor becomes more reactive (i.e.,
there is a greater static pressure decrease across the rotor). The
stator, therefore, becomes less reactive in order for the turbine total-
to-static pressure ratio to remain nearly constant across the entire turbine.
As a result of the constant turbine total-to-static pressure ratio, the stator
expansion ratio decreased as the rotor jet cavity pressure ratio increased.
The design stator expansion ratio, PTn/^sti = 1.976, was nearly obtained
(2. 02) at a rotor cavity pressure ratio of about 0. 6. As the stator cavity
pressure was increased there was a slight increase in stator expansion
ratio except with zero jet flow in the rotor which showed a more pronounced
increase. The stator exit static pressure was determined by averaging
the 12 stator exit hub and tip static pressure readings.
Flow Rate
Equivalent primary flow as a function of stator cavity pressure ratio
is shown in Figure 18. The equivalent design primary flow for the stator
jet off is 49. 85 lbm/sec (22. 611 kg/s) compared w.ith a maximum mea-
sured value of about 49.45 lbm/se.c (22 .43 kg/s) . The design value of
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primary flow for a stator cavity pressure ratio of ,1. 0 was 46. 59
(21. 133.kg/s.) and was obtained experimentally when PTTR/PTQ = °- 6- This,
design value is to.be expected because, as shown on.Figure 11, PTTR/PTQ
= 0. 6 set up the correct reaction level at the stator exit. These data show
that an increase in stator and/or rotor cavity pressure ratio resulted in a
decrease in primary flow. Figure 19 presents the percent of primary flow
reduction obtained while maintaining a 2.03 stage expansion ratio. As
much as 18% primary flow.reduction w;as.observed at.Pi-Tc/PTQ = 2. 0
and PTm/PTn = ^ •^ • , ^^e design value of flow reduction was 6. 4% when
PTIS/PTQ = ••!'• 0. Using a typical measured, value of jet-off flow, 49 Ib/sec
(22 .226 kg/s), : an experimental value, of 5. 4% was.obtained when PTIR/PT^
= 0. 6 and.PTIS/PTQ. = *• °«. Thus, .a. value of.:PTig/PT.Q slightly greater
than 1. 0 was .necessary
 ;to .produce the, 6. 4%. flow reduction when consider-
ing-PTip/PTrj = 0.6 and referencing the jet-off. flow. ,tp the typical mea-
sured value of 49 Ib/sec (22..226 kg/'s). . '.'. . . . "; ^ , ' . ,
• ' ' • • . • ' . - : • • : ' . - ' : - • ' . • , i • . - . • • ' - • - : • "••:; • • • • • ! . • : • ' - ' . . . ' - .
.The. flow entering .the rotor corrected to rotor inlet conditions (assum--
ing a constant 2% .stator-total;pressure loss) is,shown in Figure 20 for
various stator cavity pressure..ratios.: Up to a 12,% net flow reduction*was
observed .while maintaining.a 2~..03 stage expansion ratio. Figure 21 dis-
plays equivalent total flow as a function of stator cavity pressure ratio, for
lines of rotor cavity pressure ratio. As in Figure 18 for a given rotor
cavity pressure ratio, an increase in stator cavity pressure resulted in
decreasing the total flow. However, increases in rotor cavity pressure
resulted.in actually increasing the total flow because, the rotor jet flow:
increase-was greater than the primary flow, reduction. . ,
Figure. 22 shows the effect of-stator and rotor.cavity pressure on. ...
equivalent stator jet flow. As^ would be expected, increasing the stator
supply pressure resulted in an increase in stator jet flow. For the lower .:
stator cavity pressure ratios, an increase in the rotor cavity pressure
resulted in a.higher stator, exit, static-pressure and,. therefore, a reduction
in. stator jet flow'. As the stator cavity pressure was increased, this rotor
cavity pressure effect was less pronounced.. Figure 23 shows the" ratio.of
stator jet flow to.primary flow for various stator cavity.pressure ratios.
At design pTis/PTo = *• °' an experimental value of mg/mp .= ,2% was ob-
tained whereas the design value was 2. 375%. The amount of stator jet flow
was computed by assuming the jet expanded from the cavity total pressure
to downstream static pressure. In reality, the jet expanded to the pressure
surface static pressure that existed at the, jet slot exit. . Because of the
presence of the jet which stagnated the primary flow in the neighborhood ..•
of the slot, the jet. slot, exit, static pressure was larger than.downstream .
 ;
static pressure. Thus, there-was probably less than.design expansion
ratio across the jet.slot and, hence, less than design jet flow rate was
observed experimentally.
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Figure 24 shows how equivalent rotor jet flow increases with an in- •
crease in rotor cavity pressure ratio. The stator cavity pressure ratio up
to 1.2 had little effect on the rotor jet flow for a constant 2.03 stage ex-
pansion ratio. ' r ' • ' •
Gas Angle • '' ' . '
Figure 25.demonstrates that the rotbr cavity pressure ratio had a strong
effect on rotor exit absolute gas angle. These angle data represent the
average reading of the five yaw probes located in measurement plane 3 of
Figure 12. These data show that ah increase in rotor cavity pressure ratio
tends to increase the rotor'tfurhing and thus increases negative exit whirl.'
The effect produced by ah increase in stator cavity pressure is to lower the
rotor inlet flow which then'lowers the relative rotor exit velocity. 'Because
the wheel speed remained constant, this'"caused' an increase in positive'whirl
and resulted in a decrease in absolute exit gas angle. Using" PTJ^/PTQ =
0.6 to set up the 'correct 'reaction level across the stator, an exit absolute
gas angle of 92.'2 deg was obtained experimentally at the jet-on design point.
This corresponds to a design value of 91. 74 deg. For the jet-off design
condition, an angle' of 94. 3 deg was determined experimentally while the
design value w a s 91.67 deg. • • ' ' • • • " • ' • ' • ' ' • ' '
Equivalent Torque and Work ' ' •
' - i '•• .
Figure 26 shows the variation of equivalent torque with stator and rotor
cavity pressure ratio at the design stage expansion ratio. As the stator
cavity pressure is increased, the flow across the rotor blade decreases
and results in a drop in equivalent torque. 'Increasing the rotor cavity
pressure produces more turning in the rotor blade which increases the
equivalent torque.
Equivalent specific work versus stator cavity pressure ratio is pre-
sented in Figure 27. Equivalent work is based on primary flow only. These
data show that-increasing the; stator cavity pressure ratio first causes a
decrease and than an increase in specific work. This indicates that, in
general, the rate of decrease of torque is less'than that of the primary flow.
" ' - " ' , '
Efficiency " ' • •
The effect of rotor cavity pressure ratio on turbine efficiency is pre-.
sented in Figure 28. Also shown in Figure 28 are both base and thermo-
dynamic expressions of efficiency. A maximum thermodynamic efficiency
of 87. 1% was achieved at a rotor cavity pressure ratio of 0. 60 and a stator
cavity pressure ratio of 0. 70. The maximum thermodynamic efficiency
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was 88% for the modified jet flap rotor blade (Reference 2) operated with a
plain stator. However, associated with this drop of 0. 9 point in thermo-
dynamic efficiency were increases in the thickness of the vane, a 22%
reduction in solidity, and an increase in trailing edge blockage from 0. 0237
to 0. 110. The thermodynamic efficiency of the jet flap stator turbine (with
both the .stator and rotor jet flow off) was 84. 6%, which, compares with
85. 3% for the solid stator turbine with no jet flow to its jet flap rotor. As
the stator cavity pressure ratio was increased above 0.70, the gains made
by the jet flow are outweighed by the ideal jet flow power term, m sAH' s , _„>
in the thermodynamic efficiency definition described in Equation (6). Com-
paring the stators for a stator cavity pressure ratio of 0. 70 on terms of
base efficiency, shows the jet flap stator to be about a point lower across
a range of rotor cavity pressure ratios from 0. 37 to 1. 20.
Figure 29 shows the variation of thermodynamic efficiency (with pump- •'
ing power) as a function of stator and rotor cavity pressure ratio. As in
Figure 28, the maximum efficiency occurs at a stator cavity pressure of
0. 70 and a rotor cavity pressure, ratio of 0. 6. For these flow conditions of
ReTT = 2.034, pTiR/pT() = °-6- and pTis/pTo = °-7 ' the maximum
thermodynamic efficiency with pumping considered was 88.'4% as com-
pared with 87. 1% when pumping was not considered. Furthermore, the
87. 1% thermodynamic efficiency for the jet flap stator/jet flap rotor tur-
bine was about one point lower than the plain stator/jet flap rotor efficiency
of 88%. At.design N/^^rQ and ReTT, (with PTIR./PTQ = 0. 6 and design
pTis/pTQ = 1- 0)» *ne thermodynamic plus pumping efficiency was 85%.
Figure 30 shows the effect stator cavity pressure has on base efficiency
for-various rotor cavity pressure ratios. Because the turbine is not charged
for the use of the ideal power capacity of the jet flows, the base efficiency,
in general, increases for increases in both stator and rotor cavity pressure
ratios. Comparing efficiencies at pTTg/pTo ~ 0.7 and pTiR/pTo ~ $ • & ,
the base efficiency was- 87. 9% for the jet flap stator turbine and 89. 1% for
the plain stator turbine. .
!
Vane Surface Velocity Distribution
Surface static pressure taps, located at radial positions of 11.0, 12.75
and 14. 50 in. (27. 940, 32. 385, .and 36. 830 cm), were used to determine '
the surface velocity distribution around the airfoil at each operating point
of the test program. The.11.0 in. (27.940 cm) and 14.5 in. (36.830 cm)
radial sections are 0. 5 in. (1.27 cm) from the end walls and were selected
to avoid end wall boundary layer effects on the vane surface static pressure
measurements. The following examples are a few of the more interesting
surface velocity distributions. These examples are:
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• Comparisons of tip, mean, and hub measured and predicted jet-on
and jet -off velocity distributions
• Effects of stator expansion ratio, stator jet flow, existence of flow
separation, and presence of normal shocks on surface velocity distri-
butions
Comparison With Design • .
Measured and predicted jet flap vane surface velocity distributions are .
presented in Figure 31 for the tip, mean, and hub sections, respectively,
with the turbine operating at design overall expansion ratio, design stator
expansion ratio, and design corrected speed with the jet turned off. Similar
measured and design comparisons for the jet-on (PTTS/^TO = 1-0) flow
conditions are shown in Figure 32. In general, the agreement between
measured and predicted values was good for the pressure surfaces and
fair for the suction surface. Where the agreement between measured and
predicted values was considered poor (e. g.", jet off and hub section in
Figure 31), analyses of the radial distribution of flow rate showed there
was experimentally more flow in the hub region than the design value. This
would account for the larger-than-de sign values of surface velocity that were
observed in the hub region.
Effect of Stator Expansion Ratio
Figure 33 presents the surface critical velocity ratios for various stage
expansion ratios while maintaining stator and rotor cavity pressure ratios
of 1.0 and 0. 6, respectively. Because the vanes are beginning to choke at
Rerprp = 2.03, there is little change in velocity distribution above this value.
At Rerprp = 1.4, the flow accelerates on the suction surface to about V/Vcr
= 0. 8 at about 40% of the axial chord, then continues at a subsonic and fairly
constant velocity level to the end of the vane. The constant velocity suggests
separation. As Rgr^rp is increased, the primary flow increases and the
stator jet flow increases. The velocities on the suction surface are higher,
and continue to increase over the rest of the vane. The higher jet flow
apparently is now more effective in suppressing separation.
Effect of Stator Jet Flow
The effect of stator cavity pressure on surface velocity distribution is
presented in Figure 34. As the amount of jet flow was increased, an accel-
eration of the flow was promoted in the trailing edge region on the suction
surface while a deceleration was promoted on the pressure surface. The
increase in stator cavity pressure results in a decrease in primary flow
which produces a drop in velocity level on the forward section of the vane.
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Suction Surface Separation
During the off -design operation of the stator, suction surface flow
separation was observed (Figure 35). For the jet-off condition, separation
occurred at 40% axial chord and failed to reattach farther down the. vane
surface. While maintaining the. same stator expansion ratio, the jet was
activated ( P T ^ T n = 1*8) anc* *ne flow reattached to the vane surface.
Flow separation was observed only at the low stator expansion .ratio
flow conditions. This is attributed to increased suction surface diffusion
which was much larger at the, low expansion ratio conditions than it was at
t h e higher expansion ratio flow conditions. . • . . . • . • ' • .
• • . • • . • • ' . . < ' . • - . . ' ' > . . ' • • '
Normal Shock , . , . , , . - . ' • • .... , • ; ' . '
Figure 36 illustrates a set of flow conditions where normal shocks
appeared just downstream of the throat location on the hub section suction
surface. The average stator expansion ratio was 1.8, while locally at the
hub section it was 2. 2..to 2. 3.- As the stator expansion ratio was increased,
the shock position, moved downstream and eventually off ,the trailing edge.
It will be shown later that the existence of a shock was discernable in the"
stator exit cone probe circumferential survey. Figure 36 ,shows that for
a fixed stator expansion ratio,. increasing the stator jet cavity pressure
amplified the. effect of the shock on the. surface/static pressure behavior.
PHASE II—VARIABLE AREA TEST . r. ,-
• ' i •...,-' •' • ' ' . •
Phase II of the test involved operating, the turbine over a matrix of rotoi
cavity pressure ratios, stator cavity pressure ratios, .and stage expansion
ratios. Three rotor cavity pressure ratios were chosen in the optimum
thermodynamic efficiency range ( P T / P T = 0 . 5 0 , 0.60, and 0.80). Stage
expansion, RerpT , was varied over a.wiae range extending from 1.4 to
2.4. Three ,statoT~cavity pressure ratios were selected; they were ,0.75,
1.0, and 1.8. - .,
 ( . • . ,• .. ,-. ; . .' ;
A stator cavity pressure ratio of 0.75.was selected as a result of the1
high efficiency demonstrated at that level. The natural limit of a stator i
cavity pressure is that of the pompressor discharge. -This defines a cavity
pressure ratio of 1.0 for a first-stage stator. A third stator cavity pres-
sure ratio value of 1. 8 was selected as a reasonable level for a second^stage
stator.
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Turbine Flow Rate
Figure 37 shows the effect that stator cavity pressure has on primary
flow for various levels of rotor cavity pressure ratio at various settings
of turbine expansion ratio. These data show that as the* stage expansion
ratio-is increased the stator jet has less effect on reducing primary flow.
This is. be cause the influence of the jet flap'on flow control is primarily a
momentum interaction between the jet'and the primary, flow/ streams'. The
less the jet momentum—relative to the primary stream momentum—the
less1 control'the jet can exercise on the primary stream. -As the stator
expansion ratio increases, the momentum of the primary stream increases
relative to that-of the jet; the jet effectiveness in controlling the flow de-
creases. Percent of primary mass flow reduction'is presented in Figure
38 as a function of percent of stator jet flow for lines of constant stator
exit ideal Mach number. As much as 33% flow reduction'w.as observed at
0. 6 exit Mach number with 10% stator jet flow. Flow reduction drops off
rapidly with-an increase in Mach'number-to about 22% at'a MacK number
of 1.0'. -" '.-: • •• . . '<••• •>" ' . :* . ' - > • " • • - • ' • ! ' - : •'•" • ' • ' • '" ' ' ' •-• ' ••
Figures '39 and'40'present the variation of stator and rotor je.t flow
with stator and rotor cavity pressure'ratios'.' 'These' data;show that the '
stator cavity pressure ratio that-results in zero stator jet flow tends to
decrease with anincre'ase in stage expansion'. This effect is caused by
the decrease in stator exit -static pressure that accompanies an increase
in stage expansion. 'At a 'stator cavity-pressure of11. 8,- the stator jet
slot was choked for the range of stage expansion ratios tested. The
equivalent choked jet flow for the stator wa^ found to be 1. 32 Ib/sec
(0. 598 kg/s). Figure 40 shows that for a given rotor cavity pressure
.-ratio, the rotor jet flow increases with-an increase-in stage'expansion
ratio. The'rotor-jet slot did not choke, over this range of stage expansion
ratio and rotpr cavity pressure ratio. ' : ' . - - ' • • •" '
1 . - - ' . , . . - • . . . . • • • - ' - • • - '
Equivalent stator-inlet flow as'a function of stator expansion ratio is "'
presented in Figure 41. This plot has various symbols representing
different stator cavity pressure ratios and different shading to show rotor
cavity pressure ratio. These results show that when the rotor is operating
with a fixed rotor jet cavity pressiare ratio/- it is actually behaving as a
conventional solid rotor'blade with certain unique reaction characteristics,
and the flow characteristics of the turbine are: entirely determined by the
jet flap-stator ;as it operates at various'jet cavity and stator expansion
ratios. . " - • • ' . • • • , - - ' • ' ' • ' •
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Turbine Static Pressure
Axial Gradients
Figure 42 presents local static pressure .distribution through the turbine
for various turbine expansion ratios and stator cavity pressure ratios of
0.75 and 1.80. In general, the turbine operated with negative reaction in
the rotor hub region over most of the expansion ratios and cavity pressures
investigated. As the stage expansion ratio was increased the rotor hub
reaction increased and became positive at 2..06 for P-pTo/PTn = -O-^S and .-
2. 34 for PXTO/PTO = 1.80. An increase in stator cavity pressure?ratio
produced a decrease in the stator.exit pressure and a slight increase, in
rotor exit pressure. Thus, the effect of an increase.in stator cavity pres- .
sure was to permit the rotor ,to operate at. more, negative values of hub
reaction. r : • . " : ' • ' . ; • . . - " . P • ; > :-:: ' . • • - . . • - • • .
Circumferential Gradients ; : i . . : • . - • • . . - , . „ - . , - • ' • - : . • • • • .
• • • • • • • ' • . - ' : , ' • / • • - . - . . 'J.. ' . ' - ' • : - • • . , - . ' ' ' . : • • '
-Figures 43" and 44' present the stator exit end wall static, pressures as a
function of circumferential position for stage expansion ratios'of 1.4 and;
2.4, respectively. These static wall taps were located 0.5 in. (1.270 cm)
axially behind the trailing edge, of, the stator. and vernier.ed. across one vane
passage. Circumferential gradients were-found to increase with an increase
of stage expansion and were.more severe at the hub than at the tip. In.
 ; ..
general, as the stator cavity, pres sure is increased,: the curves, are slightly-,
displaced to the left because of.the increase in turning brought about .by the.;,
stator jet. - . . . . . • - '
Turbine Efficiency . : ' • ' -• . : : ' • - . ^ ' • ' • " : ' . . ' . , . , , . ;
The effect of stator cavity pressure ratio, rotor.cavity pressure ratio,
and turbine expansion ratio on thermodynamic (plus pumping) efficiency is =
presented in Figure.45. In general, the level .of efficiency decreases with
increasing turbine expansion ratio. . The maximum thermodynamic (plus
pumping) efficiency observed in the test program occurred at Rerprp .= 1 . 4 , .
PTig/PTn = °- 7 " °-7 5» and FfTiR/-^Tn = °-8 ' This maximum value was
91.2%. . . . , . - . - . , , . -
Figures 46, .47, and 48 present composite maps of specific work,for
three values of '^Tre'/-^Th as a function of the product of rotor cavity pres-
sure ratio and primary flow for various stage expansion ratios and. rotor
cavity pressure ratios. Also shown in these illustrations are contours of
constant .thermodynamic .efficiency. The optimum thermodynamic.'efficiency
occurred around Pf ^/Prj, = Q. 7:and ranged from a maximum value of
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88.75% down to 82% as P-pTo/pTn was increased from:0.75 to 1.8.. The.
PTT~/PTO = 0.75 map compares most favorably with the corresponding
plain stator map of Figure 49. The stage expansion ratio that results in
the maximum efficiency tends to increase with an increase in stator cavity
pressure ratio. • ;
Rotor Exit Surveys • . .
Circumferential traverses (using a combination total pressure, tem-
perature, and yaw'angle probe) performed immediately downstream of the
rotor trailing-edge were completed to map the flow characteristics existing
in the turbine'rotor.' These surveys yield circumferential variation of tem-
perature drop,- total pressure'ratio, blade exit absolute angle, and local
efficiency.1 Contour maps. were..constructed. from these surveys and are
presented in Figures 50 through 53, for both the stator jet-on (PTig/PTo =
1.0) and jet-off flow conditions. Figures 50 and. 51 show that the stage total
pressure ratio, PTn/^T^' was no* umf°rm over the annulus for either of
the two operating points. The presence of the stator wakes developed a
circumferential.variation of peaks and valleys, in the-total pressure distri-
bution a t the turbine exit..-, j ; • • • •'-, "o r .u . . - ' - • •
- , .
 !
 . • - ' . • ' . . • . - , . . . . . , . ; • - . , - . • • . i . . . • • .
Efficiency contours.are presented in Figures>52 and 53.. For both
operating conditions, the efficiencies near.the hub and tip end walls are
similar in level and pattern... The-hub efficiency is about ten points lower,
than'that of the tip; .As1 the- midchannel is approached,, the .jet-off efficiency
shows improvement over-that of .the jet-on efficiency .and is about 4. 0 points
higher at the mean section.
PHASE III—STATOR DETAILED PERFORMANCE TEST
The Phase III turbine rig configuration consisted of removing .the rotor
assembly and replacing.it with spacers to provide a smooth hub wall flow .
path at the stator exit. With this arrangement, the stator was tested over
various stator expansion ratios while maintaining a stator cavity-to-inlet
total pressure ratio, PTig/PTo- of °-'75» L °°. 1.80, and also zero .jet flow.
Turbine Flow Rate
Figure 54 shows the variation of equivalent primary flow,rate over a
range of stator expansion ratios for various, stator cavity pressure ratios.
The shaded symbols: are Phase III (rotor remove.d) data. Also plotted in the
illustration are open symbols representing Phase II .data (with the rotor in
position rotating at design speed over a range of rotor cavity pressure
ratios). These data show that the rotor had very little effect:on the primary
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flow regardless of rotor cavity pressure ratio. At the design stator ex-
pansion ratio, the design values of primary flow — 46. 59 lbrn/sec (21. 133
kg/s) with the jet on (PTis/pTo = l- °) and 49- 85 lbm/sec (22. 611 kg/s)
with the jet off — were both achieved experimentally.
The stator jet flow is presented in Figure 55 as a function of stator
expansion at various stator cavity pressure ratios. As before, both
Phase II and III data are shown on the same graph. These results show
that stator cavity pressure ratio and stator expansion ratio are the only
independent variables that have any effect on stator jet flow.
Jet Momentum Coefficient
One of the 'more useful data correlating parameters is the jet momentum
coefficient, Cj, which is the ratio of jet momentum to stator exit momentum.
C-i is defined as .
J • . - . ' • • ' . .
C ' = (nip + ms)
The jet velocity, Uj, is computed by assuming a linear hub-to-tip dis- ,
tribution of stator exit static pressure along with cavity pressure, PTTO»
to determine the expansion ratio across the jet slot and, therefore, the jet
critical velocity ratio, Uj /Uj . Ujcr is computed by using the jet cavity
total temperature. The jet momentum was determined, using the jet
velocity and jet flow rate which was assumed proportional to the design
radial distribution of ms /(nip + ms). .
Stator exit total and per unit depth mass flow were calculated, using
local total pressure, temperature, and angle measurements obtained from
Station 3 yaw probes. Figures 56, 57, and 58 show, respectively, the
near -hub, mean and near-tip section variation of Cj with local stator ex-
pansion ratio for various stator cavity conditions. These data show that
an increase in cavity pressure causes an increase in Cj. An increase in
stator expansion causes the primary momentum to increase at a faster
rate than the jet momentum and, therefore, lowering the jet momentum
coefficient. At the lower stator expansion ratios, the exit static pressure,
is too high for the 0. 75 cavity pressure ratio to result in jet flow. At
PTJC/PTQ = 1' 80 as a result of the acute gas angle at the hub and the jet
momentum deflection, the primary mass flow in the hub region is reduced.
This causes a decrease in primary stream momentum and a sharp increase
in the jet momentum coefficient.
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Lift
Figures 59, 60, and 61 presents specific lift as a function of local stator
expansion ratio for different cavity pressure ratios and radial positions.
Vane lift was calculated by summing the change in tangential jet momentum
and the surface pressure forces on the vane. As shown in these data an
increase in cavity pressure ratio results in an increase in specific lift.
As the jet flow was increased, the jet momentum force" was increased
while the primary flow was reduced. Associated with this primary flow
reduction was a decrease in the vane pressure force. Apparently the in-
crease in jet momentum force and decrease in primary mass flow out-
weighed the decrease in pressure force. A condition of limiting loading
developed in the vane" passage with increasing stator expansion ratio. At
the hub section the specific lift continued to increase until'the local stator
expansion ratio reached about 2.5. At this point the complete hub passage
was choked with a normal shock, which was probably located just at the
trailing edge. Further increases in expansion ratio could not promote
changes in the flow conditions upstream of this shock and the primary and
jet condition remained constant. Furthermore, at the mean and tip sections,
the flow might have been choked at the throat, but the specific lift continued
to increase with increasing local expansion ratio caused by increasing lift
developing between the throat and the trailing edge plane. The mean and
tip section probably would also reach a limiting condition at a local Re> 2. 7
when the normal shock at those radial stations finally moves to the trailing
edge.
Figure 62 is a composite map at the mean section which shows specific
lift as a function of jet momentum coefficient for lines of constant ideal
exit Mach number and cavity pressure ratio. Specific lift increases with
an increase? in cavity pressure ratio, exit Mach number, and jet momentum
coefficient.
Figure 63 shows at the mean section, the effect that cavity pressure
ratio has on lift coefficient, ^^ f°r various expansion ratios. At the design
stator expansion ratio the experimental lift coefficient value was 0.735
whereas the design value was 0. 727. As the cavity pressure is increased
the amount of primary flow around the airfoil decreases, resulting in a
decrease in surface pressure difference across the vane. This trend is
also observed in the composite map in Figure 64 which shows lift coefficient
decreasing for an increase in jet momentum coefficient and cavity pressure
ratio for a given ideal exit Mach number.
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Statpr Exit .Survey
Circumferential traverses with a cone probe were made at 12 radial ,
depths to map the flow characteristics at the statqr trailing edge. Figure.
65 shows the survey cone probe in recording position 1/2 in,., axially.
downstream of the vane trailing edge. The cone probe recorded static
pressure, total pressure, and vane exit absolute flow angle. Stator .exit
surveys were made at the following operating conditions: , ...
*
 ReTSo_l = " 2 - ° • ' .
•
ReTS0-l = U 5 PTIS/PT0 = ^.8 : , , . . . . - , - -
•
ReTS0-l = V2--:4 PTis/PT0 = .1-0 , : , , . . . ,
The'high statpr expansion ratio survey (Re.TSn- L ~ 2 . 4 ) resulted in ,
the circumferential traces shown in Figure 66. As the, probe traversed. . .
into region 1 of Figure ,66, low. values of total pressure and Mach number.
were observed as a result of the wake from the vane trailing edge. Region
2 shows the high velocity flow of, the free-stream section of the flow field.
A normal shock wave was encountered in region 3. The sho.ck is not strong
enough to produce, a measurable drop in total pressure, but is observed as.
an increase in static pressure (therefore, a. decrease in Mach number). ,
 ;
Expansion takes place in region 4 followed by. a wake, once again in region, 5.
The cone probe surveyed close to the hub end wall: r = 10.66 in. .
(27. 076 cm) and close to the tip end wall: r = 14. 87 in. (37. 769' cm).
Figure .67 shows very good agreement. between the static end wall taps
and the cone probe average static pressure indicated near the end wall..
Figure 68 displays local stator exit static pressure, divided by inlet
total pressure in the near-midspan region. As would be. expected, the
subsonic 1. 5 expansion, ratio traces show no discontinuities in static, pres-
sure since there are no shocks present in-the flow field. ..
Circumferential traces of midspan.se.ction stator exit total pressure
divided by inle't total pressure are shown in Figure 69. Comparing the
traces with the jet on (PTis/PTn = •*-• ^) arad jet.' off at a stator expansion
ratio of 2. 0, shows that the total pressure depression with the jet on is
greater and, therefore, the loss is larger than that with the jet off. As
the stator expansion is increased from 2.0 to 2.4 while maintaining
* ' 0 » the pressure drop also increased. Examination of
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Figure 69, where ReTSn i = 2 - 4 > PTig/pTo = I t 0 » the levels in the range
of 8. 0 to 11. 0 circumferential degrees shows a total pressure loss that is
attributable to a shock standing in the vane passage. Local Mach number
at the stator exit was computed from the local static and total pressure and
are presented in Figure 70. The wide range in magnitude along the cir-
cumference is evident. Figure 71 presents circumferential traces of the
absolute stator exit gas angle in the midspan region. Comparing the traces
for the jet off and jet on at an expansion ratio of 2.0 shows that the jet de-
flects the primary stream in the tangential direction by approximately 2. 0
deg. Figure 71 shows that as the expansion ratio increases (because the
momentum of the primary stream increases relative to the jet.momentum)
the jet becomes less effective in deflecting the flow.
Aerodynamic Midspan Losses
Local values of kinetic energy loss coefficient were computed from the
survey data, using Equation (8). Typical traces for the mean radius are
shown in Figure 72. These traces indicate how the wake loss level increases
with increasing expansion ratio. Also Figure 72 shows the presence of a
normal shock in the midspan survey plane at the high expansion ratio oper-
ating point. Figure 72 also shows that at the design RBTS the'loss' level
increases when the jet is strongly activated. This increase in loss is
manifested from the jet orientation relative to the mainstream flow. The
jet has a flow component directed upstream (i. e., opposed to the mainstream
flow direction). This upstream component stagnates a portion of the main
flow and result's in a loss of total pressure,.
Contour Maps
 ;
Contour maps of kinetic energy loss coefficient computed from Equation
(8) are presented in Figures 73 through 76 for the four surveyed operating
points. Uniform free-stream losses are exhibited radially for the subsonic
operating condition (stator expansion ratio of 1.5). As the stator expansion
ratio was increased,, the hub free-stream losses increased because of shock
losses in that region. Comparing the contours for the jet-off and PTIS/^TO
= 1. 0 conditions at a stator expansion of 2.0, shows the jet-on condition has
higher losses in the free stream and in the stator .wake regions. Figures
77 through 80 present stator pressure loss coefficient (w") contour maps for
the four surveyed operating points. The local, values of total pressure loss
were computed using Equation (9). These maps show the same trends as
the kinetic energy coefficient maps. .
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Circumferentially Averaged Losses , . • . , , . , - _ •
By integrating circumferentially the actual andddeal kinetic energy— ,
using Equation (10)—at the stator exit, the radial distribution of kinetic,
energy loss coefficient was computed. These results are shown.in Figure: .
81. .As in the contour maps at a stator expansion .of 2.0,. the loss with the .
jet on (PTTO/PTQ = !• Q) is larger than with the. jet off. While maintaining ,
PTjg/PTo ~ !'P. .tne loss.decreases as, the stator expansion is.increased
 rJ .,,
from 2.0 to 2. 4. This effect may be caused by low,er suction surface . . .....
diffusion associated with the 2.4 expansion ratio. Using the relationship
between actual and ideal kinetic energy.'of: Figure 81.,and assuming, a linear
hub-to-tip variation.in exit static pressure, as determined by the w.all taps,-
an exit total pressure can be calculated, and a compatible pressure loss ,.
coefficient may thus be defined. The results of this calculation are pre-
sented in Figure 82 and demonstrates the same characteristics as that.pf
 :.
Figure 81. "' :'"" '-' - *~" ""'"'
• ' . • ; ; •.' • • • • • • • ' ', . • ' ; > • '
Mixed Station Calculation
 ; . . . . , . .•••._ . , . • . , . . . ; , . :
A hypothetical mixed station (Ml) was...calculated from the .survey data ;
at the stator exit (Station 1). By definition, properties at this; mixed station
are uniform in the circumferential direction, .but are. allowed to vary in the.
radial direction. The expressions used in,making the .computations,are- . -.\
described in the Calculation Procedure section.
Figures 83 through 86 present the radiai variation of kinetic energy loss
coefficient, measured and design values of pressure loss coefficient, and
thermodynamic kinetic energy loss coefficient for the four surveyed oper-
ating conditions. Also shown in these illustrations are the losses measured
at Station 3. Station 3 is far enough downstream of the vane trailing edge,
that most .of the circumferential gradients should be dissipated. -These data
show that Station 3 losses were higher than those of the mixed station but
that they showed the same general trends. Station 3 losses are higher in
the end wall regions than in the midspan because of the boundary layer
build up along the case between Stations 1 and 3. -"• •
Figures 83 and 84 show the level to which Ml losses increased above
the stator exit (Station 1) loss levels. Typically, the Ml loss was about
10% larger than the trailing edge loss level. • .
, 1
Mixed station kinetic energy, total pressure loss, and thermodynamic
kinetic energy loss coefficient values are presented in Figures 83 through
86, respectively, for the four surveyed operating points. • - • ' - '-
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The jet-on (pTig/pTo = 1 - 0^ and Jet-off total pressure loss, <•> , at the
design stator expansion ratio along with the design values are presented in
Figures 83 and 84. These results show that in the midspan region the losses
roughly doubled when the jet was activated to its design blowing rate.
Furthermore, these results show that the design radial distribution of
losses was fairly well achieved both with the jet on and with the jet off. All
of these results illustrate that 'the vane performance improved in going from
the hub to the tip region. This is to 'be expected since the exit Mach number
decreased in moving radially. from the hub section to the tip. Figure 86
presents loss data 'for the 1.5 stator expansion ratio off^-design operating'"
condition. Because of the low primary stream momentum at the hub region,
the jet ^deflection resulted in a very acute gas exit angle. This produced a
sharp increase in the effective flow length between Stations 1 and 3, and the '
end wall effects for this operating point overpower the vane losses in the
hub region. ' • ' i ' ' • ' ' • ' ,,
Complete Passage Loss 'Calculations ' ' :> '
Complete passage mixed (Station Ml) kinetic energy and measured
(Station 3) thermodynamic kinetic energy loss coefficients were. .computed
for the four surveyed operating points from Equations (18) and (19), respec-
tively. These expressions are described in the' Calculation Procedure
Section and "allow all "of the survey information for a set of operating condi-
tions to be represented by one number. ' The values of the two expressions
of loss coefficients for the four 'surveyed points are:
Equation (18): Equation (.19):
• • • ' • ' • .. • • , Complete passage -Comple t e passage
Surveyed mixed kinetic measured thermodynamic
" operating energy loss kinetic energy loss
conditions ' coefficient, e^i coefficient, ^3th
ms = 0
ReTS = 2.0 0.0458 ' 0. 1767
ReTS - = 2 . 0 ' 0 .0671 ' 0.2079
R e T S o i = 1 < 5 : : ' 0.0522 . -- '0.3179
RerpQ = 2 . 4 0. 0632 0. 1567eTS0_1
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The complete passage mixed station loss values, ejyQ, exhibit the
same trends as the radial variation of kinetic energy loss coefficient of
Figure 81. That is, the design RCTS Jet-off flow conditions had the lowest
loss and the design Re'pq jet-on flow conditions had the highest loss. In-
creasing the jet cavity pressure from the level corresponding to zero jet
flow up to PTjc/F'Tn ~ 1-0 increased the mixed station complete passage
kinetic energy loss from 0. 0458 to 0. 0671,. an increase of 46. 5%.
The complete passage measured,thermodynamic loss coefficient,
^
3thermo' demonstrated botn different trends and much higher levels of
loss than ejvil. This is mainly caused by the very acute gas angle near the
hub and attendant high hub section loss levels. Because of these Station1
3 high hub section loss levels, e~Q., is hot considered to be a repre- •••
. . . , , . , . , , °thermo . . . . . .
sentative stator loss level parameter. •
G a s Angle Contour Plots • ' " . . . . _ • • .
Stator exit gas angle contour maps are presented in Figures 87 through
90. Superimposed on these maps are the location of the stator wakes •
(defined by the maximum pressure loss). As the stator expansion was
increased while maintaining a stator cavity pressure ratio of unity, the
flow angle increased with the increase in primary flow momentum. If the
stator expansion is held constant and the jet flow is increased from zero to
a cavity pressure ratio of unity, the flow angle in the wake from the mean
to the hub remains about the same. Other regions of the annulus show an
increase in angle with a decrease in stator jet flow. Because of this angle
distribution change, the location of the wake line shifts to the right in the
region from the mean to the tip when the jet is turned on. As the stator
expansion is reduced to 1. 5, as shown in Figure 88, the decreased primary
stream momentum allows the jet to be more effective in turning the flow and
displays lower gas angles.
Circumferential Average Angle . ; '
A radial distribution of stator exit angle was determined by the ratio of
axial and tangential momentum as measured by the survey cone probe at
Station 1. . . < ;
Figure 91 shows the radial variation of stator exit angle for a stator
expansion ratio of 2. 0 at a PTjg/PTo = *• ° and also witn the 3et off- In
general, the design angle for the jet off was achieved. Agreement with the
design angle is also shown from the mean to the tip for the jet-on condition.
About 1.5 deg of underturning was observed from the mean to hub sections
for the jet on conditions.
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Boundary Layer Parameters
Boundary layer momentum and displacement thicknesses were cal-
culated for the four survey operating conditions. The respective computa-
tions are described in the Calculation Procedure Section. The ratio of
these boundary layer parameters (shape factor) is shown in Figure 92 for
the suction surface. The total and pressure surface shape factors were
found to exhibit nearly the same magnitudes and radial distributions as the
suction surface shape factor. These data show that for a stator expansion
ratio of 2.0, the shape factor for the jet on (P^yo/FTo = 1. 0) is larger
than that of the jet-off condition. This effect may be caused by an effective
increase in trailing edge blockage which is a result of the jet. The 1. 5
stator.,expansion ratio condition displays the lowest value of
 tshape factor
even though this condition has the least acceleration across the vanes.
This can be explained by noting that the large value of cavity pressure
ratio (PT-T^/PTQ = 1. 8) alters the vane surface velocity distribution such
that the suction surface velocity was continuously increasing.
PHASE IV—ROTOR/STATOR AXIAL SPACING TEST
The recent data of Reference 13 has shown that axial spacing between
the stator and rotor may have a beneficial effect on stage performance for
blades with secondary flow. Phases I and II were tested with an axial
spacing of 1.4 in. (3. 556.cm).. The axial spacing dimensions are described
in Figure 93. For Phase IV,, the axial spacing.was increased to 2.4 in.
(6. 096 cm) and performance data were recorded for a range of stage
expansion ratios for rotor and stator cavity pressure ratios of 0. 6 and
1.0, respectively. . • . ..
Figures 94 and 95 show that rotor/stator, spacing has very little effect
on equivalent primary flow or on the stator jet flow. Equivalent torque is
shown in Figure 96 for Phase II and IV. These data show that torque is
very slightly lower for Phase IV than that of Phase II. Figures 97 and 98
show that the increased spacing had essentially no effect on exit angle and
equivalent rotor, flow. Thermodynamic efficiency (with pumping) is shown
in Figure 99 for Phases II and IV as a function of stage expansion ratio.
The efficiency for the 2. 4-in. (6. 096-cm) axial spacing was about 1. 5 points
lower than for the 1. 4-in. (3. 556-cm) spacing at the low stage expansions.
At design ReTT o ^e efficiency for the two axial spacings was about the
same; above the design ReTTn_3» *ne efficiency for the increased axial
spacing appeared to be very slightly higher than the efficiency for the
smaller axial clearance. , . . . . .
Two rotor exit surveys were made at the design expansion ratio for the
stator jet on (PTig/^Tn = *• 0)» an<* °^ while maintaining a rotor cavity
pressure ratio of 0. 6. The resulting local stage expansion ratio contour
maps are shown in Figures 100 and 101.
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Comparing these two illustrations with the corresponding 1.4-in.
(3. 556-cm) axial spacing, Figures 50 and 51 show that the stator wakes
became less well defined as the clearance was increased. When the turbine
was operating with the small stator-rotor axial spacing, gas particles left
the stator passage at their respective angles, moved through the required
axial and circumferential distances to the rotor leading edge. When this-
axial spacing was increased, the required circumferential displacement
also increased. Comparison of Phase IV results show how the stator
wakes are still evident through the rotor, but are displaced circumferen-
tially relative to the Phase'II small axial spacing results. ' . - • ' • '
Figures 102 and 103 present the efficiency contours'at 2.4-in. (6.096- •'
cm) axial"clearance, and Figures 63 and 64 show this'.data for the 1.4-in. .
(3. 556-cm) clearance. The increased clearance appears to dissipate the
stator wakes for both the jet-on and jet-off operating conditions; however,
the overall efficiency levels for the two tests appear to be' about the same.
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SUMMARY OP RESULTS
.The performance of a -single -stage turbine with a jet flap stator and
jet flap rotor has been determined over a range of stator and rotor jet
cavity pressure levels and turbine expansion ratios. The mean section
solidity was 0. 722 which; corresponded to a value of tangential lift co-
efficient of 0. 727. The results were compared with the performance of a
turbine using the same jet flap rotor and a conventional stator of 0.923,
mean- section solidity and 0. 581 tangential lift coefficient. Both turbines.
were designed to satisfy similar sets of negative hub reaction velocity
diagrams. All testing was performed at design equivalent speed, N/^T =
4660 rpm (487. 99 rad/s.),_. and with stator and rotor cavity total temperature
equal to turbine inlet -total .temperature. The following. observations, were
made.-*" ! • ' ; - - . ' .-..- . . - . - : .
The design, stator total -to
 rstatic expansion ratio was 1.976. This
value was very nearly achieved (2. 02) when the turbine was operating at
= ° -
6 > and R-e- = 2 '03 '
With design total -to -total expansion ratio (RerpT = 2.034) across the
stator and PTig/PTn = 1.0, the design value of equivalent stator inlet
flows was 46.59 Ib/sec (21. 133 kg/s). With these design values of ex-
pansion ratio and PTig/PTn' the design stator inlet flow rate was experi-
mentally obtained when P T i / P T n = 0- 6.
When the jet was turned off the stator inlet flow increased to a maxi-
mum of 49. 45 Ib/sec (22.43 kg/s) as compared with the design flow (with
no jet) of 49. 85 Ib/sec (22. 611 kg/s) with the turbine operating at design
speed (N/^T = 4660 rpm (487. 99 rad/s) and expansion ratio (Re^T = 2- °34)-
At design turbine operating conditions the stator passed 2. 0% jet flow
instead of the 2. 375% design value.
At design speed and expansion ratio, the maximum thermodynamic plus
pumping efficiency occurred with PTJR/PTQ = °- 6» PTis/PTo = O - 7 - For
these conditions, the maximum thermodynamic with pumping considered was
88. 4% as compared with a maximum value of 87. 1% when pumping was not
considered.
At design speed and expansion ratio, PTiR/pTo = 0. 6, and design,
=
 1. 0> the thermodynamic (plus pumping) efficiency was 85%.
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The 87. 1% maximum thermodynamic efficiency for the jet flap stator/
jet flap rotor turbine was about one point lower than the plain stator/jet
flap rotor maximum thermodynamic efficiency of 88%. This 0.9% point
drop in thermodynamic efficiency was caused by increases in vane thickness,
a 22% reduction in vane solidity, and an increase in trailing edge blockage.
In general, the level of efficiency increased with decreasing turbine
expansion ratio. That maximum thermodynamic (plus pumping) efficiency
that was observed in the complete test program occurred at Rerprp = 1. 4,
PTis/PTQ = o.7 - 0.75, and PTTR/^TO ^ °-8- Tnis maximum value was
91.2%. • • • ' - . - ; < . . : • - • • • • - . . . .
When using the base definition of efficiency, the turbine is not charged
for the use of the ideal power capacity of the jet flow; the base efficiency,
therefore, increases for any increase in both stator and rotor cavity pres-
sure ratios. Comparing efficiencies at PTIS/^TQ = 0.7, ^TIR/PTA = 0.6,
the base efficiency was 87. 9% for the jet flap stator turbine and 89. 1% for
the plain stator turbine. .
The effect that the rotor jet flow had on flow reduction was actually to
lower the stator expansion ratio and thereby make the stator more effective
in controlling turbine;,flow'rate. . •,
Primary flow reduction for a given percent stator jet flow increased
as the stator exit Mach number was decreased. As much as 33% primary
flow reduction was achieved with 10% jet flow at 0. 6 ideal Mach number.
This flow reduction drops to 22% as the exit ideal Mach number is increased
to 1.0. . • : . '.' ' '
. i _
Whether or not-the rotor was present in the turbine had essentially
no effect on stator inlet or stator jet flow rates;
The design value, of airfoil lift coefficient was 0. 727. A value of 0. 735
was determined experimentally. '
Stator exit cone probe surveys showed the presence of shock waves in
the free stream.
These surveys also showed that the vane loss increased with increased
jet flow. . For example, at the design stator expansion ratio, ReTS' *^e
mean section kinetic energy loss coefficient, e~, approximately doubled when
the jet cavity pressure was increased from that of zero jet flow to 1. 0.
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The agreement between computed losses at a hypothetical fully mixed
station and design, values was fairly good both.with the jet-on and jet-off
flow conditions., . ; . . . • • • • • • - .
The complete passage mixed kinetic energy loss coefficient increased
from 0. 0458 to 0. 0671, an increase of 46. 5%,; when the stator jet pressure
ratio was increased from zero jet flow to the design value, of unity.
. Tests .where the axial spacing between the rotor and stator was in-,
creased from 1.4 in. (3. 556 cm) to 2. 4 in. (6. 096 cm) showed that this
increased axial spacing had essentially no effect on turbine performance.
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APPENDIX
Table I.
Jet flap turbine design point conditions.
Equivalent work, AH/#c ro
Equivalent speed, cr
Equivalent tip speed, cr
Design turbine expansion ratio,
Design stator (jet on) expansion ratio,
pT0/Psti
Equivalent inlet flow (jet off),
cr0 0
20 Btu/lb (46,519 J/kg)
4660 rpm (487.99 rad/s)
610 ft/sec (1_85. 928 m/s)
2.034
1.976
49.85 Ib/sec (22.611 kg/s)
Equivalent inlet flow (jet on),
w / j
Inlet mass flow reduction,
1 - So /
 w/j
m.
80 / W O /J
Design stator cavity pressure ratio,
PTIS/PTO
Stator jet flow, ms/nip
Design rotor cavity pressure ratio,
Pn-, / Prr-,
Rotor jet flow,
Stator jet slot size, hbs
46.59 Ib/sec (21.133 kg/s)
6.4%
1. 00
2.375%
1. 00
6.65%
0.030 in. (0. 0762 cm)
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Table II.
Jet flap stator vane section coordinates.
X
Tip section
Suction
X
(in.)
1.3581
1.4488
1.4.568
1.4953
1.5339
1.5726
1.6112
1.6498
1.6886
1.7277
1.7661
1.8048
1.8436
1.8825
1.9212
1.9600
1.9988
2.0764
2. 1539
2.2313
2.3086
2.3859
2.4639
2.5400
2.6169
2.6936
2.7703
2.8469
3.0000
3.0451
(cm)
3.4495
3.6799
3.7002
3.7980
3.8961
3.9944
4.0924
4. 1904
4.2890
4.3883
4.4858
4.5841
4.6827
4.7815
4.8798
4.9784
5. 0769
5.2740
5.4709
5.6675
5.8638
6.0601
6.2583
6.4516
6.6469
6.8417
7.0365
7.2311
7. 6200
7.7345
Y
(in.)
4.8508
4.9504
4.9511
4.9531
4.9533
4.9508
4.9457
4.9367
4.9252
4.9096
4.8913
4.8703
4.8462,
4.8193
4.7900
4.7577
4.7231
4.6446
4.5558
4.4589
4.3519
4.2355
4. 1150
3.9887
3.8583
3.7248
3.5857
3.4429
3. 1225
3.0216
(cm)
12.3210
12.5740
12.5757
12.5808
12.5813
12.5750
12.5620
12.5892
12. 5100
12.4703
12.4239
12.3705
12.3093
12.2410
12. 1666
12.0845
11.9966
11.7972
11.5717
11.3256
11.0538
10.7581
10.4521
10. 1312
9.8000
9.4604
9. 1076
8.7449
7.9311
7.6748
7389-102
Pressure
X
(in.)
3.0500
2.9610
2.9082
2.8470
2.7705
2.6939
2.6173
2.5407
2.4640
2.3872
2.3104
2.2334
2. 1564
2.0793
2.0020
1.9633
1.9247
1.8861
1.8474
1.8087
1.7699
1.7314
1.6924
1.6536
1.6149
1.5762
1.5373
1.4984
1.4596
1.3992
(cm)
7.7470
7.5209
7.3868
7.2313
7.0370
6.8425
6.6479
6.4533
6.2585
6.0634
5.8684
5.6728
5.4772
5.2814
5.0850
4.9867
4.8887
4.7906
4.6923
4.5940
4.4955
4.3977
4.2986
4.2001
4.1018
4.0035
3.9047
3.8059
3.7073
3.5539
Y
(in.)
3.0000
2.9687
3.0410
3. 1247
3.2293
3.3362
3.4396
3.5437
3.6476
3.7506
3.8517
3.9532
4.0527
4. 1475
4.2377
4.2813
4. 3239
4. 3649
4.4037
4.4417
4.4779
4. 5124
4.5467
4.5791
4. 6107
4.6411
4.6707
4.6999
4.7284
4.7701
(cm)
7.6200
7.5404
7.7241
7.9367
8.2024
8.4739
8.7365
9.0009
9.2649
9. 5265
9.7833
10.0411
10.2938
10.5346
10.7637
10.8745
10.9827
11.0868
11. 1853
11.2819
11.3738
11.4614
11.5486
11.6309
11.7111
11.7883
11.8635
11.9377
12.0101
12. 1161
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Table II (Cont. )
•yt
i • -r
X
7389-102
Mean section
Suction
X
( in . )
1.5921
1.6764
1. 6906
1.7233
1.7560
1.7887
1.8215
1.8543
1.8871
1.9196
1.9528
1.9857
2. 0186
2.0515
2.0844
2. 1174
2. 1503
2 .2162
2 .2822
2.3479
2.4136
2 .4792
2.5448
2. 6101
2. 6753
2.7405
2. 8055
2.8704
3.0000
3. 0450
(cm)
4. 0439
4. 2580
4.2941
4. 3771
4.4602
4.5432
4. 6266
4. 7099
4.7932
4.8757
4. 9601
5.0436
5. 1272
5.2108
5.2943
5'. 3781
5.4617
5.6291
5.7967
5. 9636
6. 1305
6.2971
6.4637
6. 6296
6.7952
6.9608
7. 1259
7.2908
7 .6200
7. 7343
Y
( in . )
4.7828
4.8815
4.8834
4.8862
4.8875
4.8871
4.8855
4.8819
4.8755
4.8677
4.8565
4.8427
4.8263
4.8067
4.7845
4.7595
4.7324
4.6674
4.5863
4. 4970
4.4012
4.2977
4. 1867
4.0685
3. 9455
3.8133
3.6715
3 .5267
3 .2029
3.0818
(cm)
12. 1483
12. 3990
12.4038
12.4109
12.4142
12.4132
12.4091
12.4000
12.3837
12. 3639
12. 3355
12.3004
12.2588
12.2090
12. 1526
12.0891
12.0202
11.8551
11.6492
11. 4223
11. 1790
10.9161
10.6342
10.3339
10.0215
9.6857
9. 3256
8.9578
8. 1353
7.8277
Pressure
X
( in . )
3.0500
2.9590
2 .9223
2.8705
2.8058
2.7409
2 .6760
2. 6111
2. 5462
2.4811
2. 4159
2.3507
2. 2854
2. 2199
2. 1545
2. 1216
2.0888
2.0559
2. 0232
1. 9893
1.9574
1.9242
1.8915
1.8586
1. 8257
1. 7927
1.7598
1.7268
1. 6938
1.6331
(cm)
7.7470
7.5158
7 .4226
7.2910
7. 1267
6.9618
6.7970
6.6321
6.4673
6.3019
6. 1363
5.9707
5.8049
5.6385
5.4724
5.3888
5. 3055
5.2219
5. 1389
5.0528
4.9717
4.8874
4.8044
4.7208
4.6372
4.5534
4.4698
4. 3860
4. 3022
4. 1480
Y
( in . )
3.0600
3.0314
3.0876
3. 1676
3.2677
3. 3670
3.4661
3.5648
3. 6604
3.7547
3.8510
3.9451
4.0345
4. 1204
4.2031
4.2430
4.2819
4. 3202
4.3572
4.3933
4.4265
4.4601
4.4918
4.5225
4.5520
4.5806
4.6077
4.6336
4. 6588
4. 7020
(cm)
7. 7724
7. 6997
7.8425
8. 0457
8.2999
8. 5521
8.8038
9. 0545
9.2974
9.5369
9.7815
10. 0205
10.2476
10.4658
10.6758
10.7772
10.8760
10.9733
11. 0672
11. 1589
11.2433
11.3286
11.4091
11.4871
11.4858
11.6347
11.7035
11.7693
11.8333
11.9430
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Table II (Cont.
X
Hub section
Suction
X
( in.)
1.8254
1.9201
1.9236
1.9505
1.9774
2.0043
2.0313
2.0583
2.0854
2. 1225
2. 1396
2. 1667
2. 1938
2.2210
2.2482
2.2754
2.3025
2.3568
2.4111
2.4652
2.5192
2.5731
2.6268
2.6~805
2.7340
2.7874
2.8407
2.8938
3.0000
3.0472.
(cm)
4.6365
4.8770
4. 8859
4.9542
5. 0225
5.0909
5. 1595
5.2280
5.2969
5. 3911
5. 4345
5. 5034
5.5722
5. 6413
5.7104
5.7795
5.8483
5. 9862
6. 1241
6.2616
6. 3987
6.5356
6. 6720
6.8084
6.9443
7.0799
7.2153
7.3502
7. 6200
7.7398
Y
( in . )
4.7209
4.8207
4.8218
4.8245
4.8246
4.8226
4.8183
4.8110
4.8016
4.7834
4.7741
4.7562
4.7361
4.7127
4.6862
4.6565
4.6247
4.5538
4.4740
4.3878
4.2997
4.2090
4. 1122
4.0112
3.9056
3.7952
3.6766
3.5512
3.2728
3. 1365
(cm)
11. 9910
12.2445
12.2473
12.2542
12.2544
12.2494
12,2384
12.2199
12. 1960
12. 1498
12. 1262
12.0807
12.02.96
11.9702
11.9029
11.8275
11.7467
11.5666
11.3639
11. 1450
10.9212
10.6908
10.4449
10. 1884
9.9202
9.6398
9.3385
9.0200
8.3129
7.9667
7389-102
Pressure
X
(in.)
3.0500
2.9571
2.9360
2.8940
2.8409
2.7879
2,7347
2.6815
2. 6283
2.5749
2. 5215
2.4680
2.4143
2.3606
2.3068
2 .2798
2.2528
2 .2258
2. 1987
2. 1716
2. 1446
2. 1280
2.0903
2.0632
2.0360
2.0089
1.9817
1.9546
1.9274
1.8704
(cm)
7.7470
7.5110
7.4574
7.3507
7.2158
7.0812
6.9461
6.8110
6.6758
6.5402
6.4046
6.2687
6. 1323
5.9959
5.8592
5.7906
5.7221
5.6535
5.5846
5.5158
5.4472
5.4051
5.3093
5.2405
5. 1714
5. 1026
5.0335
4.9646
4.8955
4.7508
Y
( in . )
3. 1200
3. 0943
3. 1312
3.2039
3.2926
3.3808
3.4701
3.5570
3. 6442
3.7321
3.8185
3.9030
3.9860
4.0674
4. 1480
4. 1865
4.2243
4.2614
4.2984
4.3341
4.3691
4. 3894
4.4345
4.4648
4. 4945
4.5226
4.5492
4.5737
4.5968
4.6373
(cm)
7.9248
7.8595
7.9532
8. 1379
8. 3632
8. 5872
8.8140
9.0347
9.2562
9.4795
9.6989
9. 9136
10. 1244
10.3311
10.5359
10.6337
10.7297
10.8239
10.9179
11.0086
11.0975
11. 1,490
11.2636
11.3405
11.4160
11.4874
11.5549
11.6171
11.6758
11.7787
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Table IV.
Jet flap radial distribution of equivalent forces.
Radius (r)
in.
10.5775
10. 7985
11. 1475
11.7402
12.4387
13.3202
14.1774
14.6002
14.8242
14.9562
cm
26.8668
27.4281
28.3146
29.8201
31.5942
33.8333
36.0105
37.0845
37.6534
37.9887
Force per unit
length in the
axial direction
lbf/in.
13. 3628
13. 1013
13.0343
12.9275
13. 1217
12.4097
12.5815
12. 0506
12. 0444
11.8036
N/m
2340. 17
2294.37
2282. 64
2263. 94
2297.95
2173.26
2203. 34
2110.37
2109.28
2067. 11
Force per unit
length in the
tangential direction
(Fy/S0JE)
lbf/in.
6.2890
6.9571
7.2814
7.4087
6.8490
8.3963
8.2699
8.3158
8.2076
7.9293
N/m
1101. 36
1218. 36
1266.40
1297.45
1199.43
1470.41
1448. 27
1456.31
1437.36
1388. 62
80-PT()/14.696psi (101,325.4 N/m 2 )
Engine centerline
7389-103
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Figure 1. Modified jet flap rotor assembly.
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Figure 4. Jet flap stator velocity and boundary layer shape factor
distribution with jet flap off.
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Figure 5. Jet flap stator velocity and boundary layer shape factor
distribution with jet flap on.
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Figure 6. Tip, mean, and hub section and jet slot details.
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Figure 7. Suction and pressure surfaces of the plain and jet flap
stator vanes.
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Figure 8. Jet flap stator internal guide vane assembly.
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Figure 10. Jet flap stator assembly (aft looking forward).
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Figure 11. Jet flap stator assembly.
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Figure 12. Jet flap turbine flowpath schematic and design point
conditions.
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Figure 13. Stator exit survey cone probe.
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Figure 14. Stator exit survey cone probe geometry.
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Figure 15. Jet flap stator hub pressure surface static taps.
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Figure 17. Effect of rotor and stator cavity pressure on stator
and overall turbine total-to-static expansion ratios.
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Figure 18. Equivalent primary flow variation with stator and rotor
cavity pressure ratio at design speed and expansion ratio.
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inlet flow reduction at design speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 20. Variation of rotor inlet flow with stator and rotor cavity
pressure ratio.
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Figure 21. Variation of total flow with stator and rotor cavity pressure
at design speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 23. Variation of stator jet-to-primary flow ratio with stator
and rotor cavity pressure ratios at design speed and
expansion ratio.
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Figure 24. Equivalent rotor jet flow variation for various rotor
and stator cavity conditions at design speed and
expansion ratio.
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Figure 25. Variation in rotor exit absolute gas angle with stator and
rotor cavity pressure ratios at design speed and expansion
ratio.
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Figure 26. Variation in equivalent torque with stator and rotor cavity
pressure ratios at design speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 27. Variation in equivalent work with stator and rotor cavity
pressure ratios at design speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 29. Variation in thermodynamic efficiency (with pumping)
with stator and rotor cavity pressure ratio at design
speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 30. Variation of base efficiency with stator and rotor cavity
pressure ratios at design speed and expansion ratio.
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Figure 31. Comparison of experimental and design surface velocity
distribution at design jet-off flow conditions.
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Figure 32., Comparison of^experimental and design' stator surface
velocity distribution at design jet-on conditons.
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Figure 33. Variation of stator mean section critical velocity ratio
distribution with turbine expansion ratio at design speed.
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Figure 34. Variation of stator mean section critical velocity ratio
: distribution with stator cavity pressure ratio at design
. speed and expansion, ratio. ,
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Figure 35. Example of surface flow reattachment by use of jet flap.
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Figure 36., Example of normal shock occurrence on suction surface
of jet flap vane.
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Figure 38. Variation in percent primary flow reduction with percent
stator jet flow.
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Figure 42. Variation of static pressure through turbine with jet cavity
and turbine expansion ratio.
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Figure 43. Circumferential variation of stator exit static pressure-
1.4 turbine expansion ratio.
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Figure 44. Circumferential variation of stator exit static pressure-
2.4 turbine expansion ratio.
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Figure 45. Variation of turbine efficiency with both stator and rotor
cavity pressure over a range of turbine expansion ratios.
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Figure; 50. Phase n local stage total-to-total expansion ratio contour
map for the stator jet off and a rotor cavity pressure ratio
of 0.6.
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Figure 51. Phase II local stage total-to-total expansion ratio contour
••.. map for the jet-on condition (statpr Prp /P.. = 1.0, rotor
' ' - , - . . ' . " " : is..T
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Figure 52. Phase II efficiency contours at rotor exit for stator jet-off
condition (m = 0 and PT /?„, = 0.6).
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Figure 53. Phase II efficiency contours at rotor exit for jet-on
condition (PT /P^ =1.0andPT /Pm =0.6).
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Figure 54. Effect of rotor presence on equivalent primary flow rate
for various stator and rotor cavity pressure ratios.
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Figure 56. Jet momentum coefficient variation with stator expansion
ratio at near-hub section.
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Figure 57. Jet momentum coefficient variation with stator expansion
ratio at mean section.
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Figure 58. Jet momentum coefficient variation with stator expansion
ratio at near-tip section.
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Figure 59. Specific lift at hub section.
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Figure 60. Specific lift at mean section.
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Figure 61. Specific lift at tip section.
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Figure 62. Mean section specific lift variation with jet momentum
coefficient.
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Figure 63. Mean section lift coefficient variation with expansion ratio.
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Figure 64. Mean section lift coefficient variation with jet momentum
coefficient.
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Figure 65. Cone probe in recording position downstream of
stator vanes.
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Figure 66. Schematic and cone probe measurements of jet flap vane
trailing edge flow field.
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Figure 68. Typical midspan region survey of stator exit static
pressure ratio.
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Figure 69. Typical midspan region survey of stator exit total pressure
ratio.
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Figure 70. Typical midspan region survey of stator exit Mach number,
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Figure 71. Typical midspan region survey of stator exit gas angles.
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Figure 72. Typical energy loss coefficient'trace.
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Figure 73. Kinetic energy loss coefficient at stator exit for stator
expansion ratio ReT_s = 2.4 and P /P = 1.0.
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Figure 74. Kinetic energy loss coefficient at stator exit for stator ex-
pansion ratio Re =1.5 and P^ /p^ =1.8.
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Figure 75. Kinetic energy loss coefficient at stator exit for stator ex-
pansion ratio ReT, Q = 2 . 0 a n d P T /PT =1.0.^- i i
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Figure 76. Kinetic energy loss coefficient at stator exit for stator ex-
pansion ratio Re = 2 . 0 and zero jet flow.I'^Q-l
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Figure 77. Stator exit pressure loss coefficient, <u£, contour map for
,•; r jet,on (PT /P r= l.,0) and:stator.expansionJRe y..; ,= 2.4.IS T/\ . . . . .. ,. •'•""0-1
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Figure 78. Stator exit pressure loss coefficient,'' «£, contour map for
jet on (PT /pT =1.8) and stator expansion ratio
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Figure 79. Stator exit pressure loss coefficient, o>£, _contour
 ;map fqr
jet on (PTTO/P-T. = 1.0) and stator expansion ratio
0
Re™ „ =2.0 .
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Figure 80V 'Stator exit pressure loss coefficient, «5£, contour map for
*•' jet off and stator expansion R =2.0.
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Figure 81. Variation of kinetic energy loss coefficient with radius at
several operating conditions.
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Figure 82. Variation of total pressure loss coefficient with radius at
several stator operating conditions.
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Figure 83. Kinetic energy, pressure, and thermodynamic kinetic
energy loss coefficients at mixed station for
ReT_s = 2 . 0 and the jet-off condition.
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Figure 84. Kinetic energy, pressure, and thermodynamic kinetic
energy loss coefficients at mixed station for
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Figure 86. Kinetic energy, pressure, and thermbdynamic kinetic
energy loss coefficients at mixed station for
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Figure 87. Stator exit absolute angle (from tangential) contour map
for jet on
R = 2.4.
0
=1.0) and stator expansion
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Figure 88. Stator exit absolute angle, a , (from tangential) contour
map for jet on (PT /PT =1.8) and stator expansionIS J-Q
'T-S,
=1.5.
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Figure 89. Stator exit absolute angle, a , (from tangential) contour
map for jet on (PTTO/^T = -1- P) and statpr expansion
R = 2.0. IS LQ
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Figure 90. Stator exit absolute angle, a , from tangential contour map
for jet-off condition and stator expansion ratio%-so.r2-0-
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Figure 91. Radial variation of measured and design stator exit angle
with jet off and with PTIS/P = 1.0 at design expansion
ratio.
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Figure 93. Jet flap turbine flowpath schematic showing stator/rotor
axial spacing variations.
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Figure 94. Effect of stator/rotor axial spacing on stator inlet
equivalent flow rate.
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Figure 98. Variation of rotor jet flow with both stator and rotor cavity
pressure ratios over a range of turbine expansion ratios
design.
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Figure 100. Phase IV local stage expansion ratio contour map for
stator jet off and rotor cavity pressure ratio of 0.6
with spacing between stator and rotor = 2.4 in. (6.096 cm).
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7389-99
Figure 101. Phase IV local stage expansion ratio contour map for
jet-on condition (PT /p_ = 1.0andPT /p =0 .6 ) with
- IS LQ ' IR T0
axial distance between stator and rotor = 2.4 in. (6.096 cm).
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